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End Games: Haydn’s and Beethoven’s Play with Endings in their Opp. 33
no. 2s.
by James K. Palmer
Abstract
Both Beethoven’s Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2 and Haydn’s String Quartet Op. 33 no. 2
demonstrate playfulness far beyond the typical confines of eighteenth-century galant
conventions. Although many scholars have addressed the conclusions to these works
(Wheelock 1992, Levy 1995, Goeth 2013, Klorman 2013, Palmer 2015), no research has
demonstrated how Beethoven’s practical joke is both indebted to, and distinct from
Haydn’s famous gag. This article demonstrates how Beethoven’s “end game” is indebted
to Haydn, but takes on a unique flavor in the hands of the budding romantic.
In these two endings, both composers play practical jokes on their listeners who cannot
know when the piece will end. In Haydn’s well-known string quartet, a series of pauses
alternately create heightened anticipation for both the continuation of the entertainingly
hackneyed rondo refrain and the quartet’s conclusion. From the beginning of
Beethoven’s bagatelle, the downbeat is unclear. This metrically problematic opening
measure creates a narrative of Beethovenian conflict, borne out in quasi-mechanical
alternation between the left and right hands as the metric ambiguity, sown into the
fabric of the opening motive, is repeatedly tugged until it unravels into an awkward, and
ultimately unresolved, spat between the two hands.
Both of these passages are excessive: they project a sense of redundancy and vacuity
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through the successive repetition of musical material that appears to have “gone on for
too long” (Huron 2004, Sisman 1990, Palmer 2015). Haydn’s excessive passages (in this
work and others) are often sudden and surprising: there are no conspicuous intraopus
cues to suggest the manner or extent of the surprising and excessive conclusion yet to
come. Beethoven’s excessive passage, on the contrary, presents a metrically ambiguous
opening motive that returns often, introducing elements of increasing conflict and,
eventually, absurdity into the unfolding intraopus narrative.

I. Introduction

To compose a conventional ending, a galant composer needed only to choose an
appropriate stock concluding figure. When ending a work there was no need to be
particularly artful or clever: you could simply throw the dice or include your favorite
formulaic cadence.1 Indeed, as William Caplin notes, the “cadential functions” deployed
at galant endings are characterized by “the conversion of characteristic motives into
conventional ones.”2 But one can easily write an “ending” without effecting “closure.”
Kofi Agawu distinguishes between the two concepts: “Ending refers to local elements in
the musical structure, whereas closure denotes a global mechanism.”3 In his discussion
of narrative closure, Noel Carroll explains:

Stephen A. Hedges, “Dice Music in the Eighteenth Century,” Music & Letters 59.2 (1978) offers a brief
discussion and list of eighteenth-century dice games (or ars combinatoria).
1

William E. Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 40.
2

3

Kofi Agawu, “Concepts of Closure and Chopin’s Opus 28,” Music Theory Spectrum 9 (1987), 4.
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Closure is a matter of concluding rather than merely stopping or ceasing or
coming to a halt or crashing. When an artist effects closure, then we feel that
there is nothing remaining for her to do. There is nothing left to be done that
hasn’t already been discharged. Closure yields a feeling of completeness.4

Consistent with most other writing on the subject, both of these explanations seem to
require that closure feature a kind of completeness or finality in multiple musical
aspects.

From a perceptual standpoint, listeners also anticipate and expect closure. In her
discussion of closure in the music of John Adams, Catherine Pellegrino notes, “If the
end of a work is to be experienced as closure and not simply as an arbitrary stopping
point, the nature and placement of the point of closure must be anticipated.”5 It follows
that a chief indicator that closure has occurred is the lack of further anticipation. In
David Huron’s words, “the absence of expectation evokes a sense of closure.”6

The final moments of Beethoven’s Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2 (1801–2) and Haydn’s String
Quartet Op. 33 no. 2 (1781) do not satisfy the above criteria for closure. Both the
bagatelle and the string quartet end abruptly, asking as many questions as they answer
when they curtail our expectations for conventional elements of closure. In addition to

4

Noël Carroll, Art in Three Dimensions (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 356.

Catherine Pellegrino, “Aspect of Closure in the Music of John Adams,” Perspectives of New Music 40.1
(2002), 150.
5

David Huron, Sweet Anticipation: Music and the Psychology of Expectation (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 2006), 157.
6
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ending in unexpected ways, both of these endings leave us in suspense, anticipating a
closure that never transpires.

In order to thwart numerous elements of closure, these two works engage in elements of
compositional play that are similar to other works by both composers. But the two Opp.
33 no. 2s stand out among other examples of play because of their heightened degree of
rhetorical hijinks. Indeed, the unusual endings of both of these compositions
demonstrate playfulness far beyond the confines of eighteenth-century galant
conventions. Although other scholars have discussed individual elements of these
endings, no research has demonstrated how Beethoven’s practical joke is both indebted
to, and distinct from Haydn’s famous gag.7

These two examples share a rare commonality beyond the coincidence of their opus
numbers: both of these passages are extreme examples of compositional play at the end
of a piece; we might call them “end games.” Each end game plays with our expectations
of when and how the composition will end. My analyses of these two passages focuses
on their respective manifestations of what I call “humorous excess” at their endings,
both to elucidate a path of influence from Haydn to Beethoven that has not yet been
explored and also to demonstrate how such jokes take on a unique flavor in the hands of
a young Beethoven.8
This article does not delve into Haydn’s influence on Beethoven through meetings and correspondence
(which have been well established elsewhere), but seeks to demonstrate this influence through a
comparison of these unusual and remarkably similar passages.
7

James K. Palmer, “Form-functional and Topical Sources of Humour in Classical Instrumental Music”
(PhD diss. The University of British Columbia, 2015), esp. 120–203.
8
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II. Haydn’s String Quartet Op. 33 no. 2 “The Joke,” movement IV.

Haydn’s well-known and oft-discussed ending to the finale of his String Quartet Op. 33
no. 2 presents a strong contender for the musical joke of the eighteenth century.9 The
individual techniques and mechanisms involved in this famous passage are not new for
Haydn. But the extent to which he deploys his grand pause gambit or, put another way,
the degree of implausible delay he creates, is more anomalous and egregious here than
in any of his other compositions.10 This passage comes at the end of a five-part rondo
form and plays with the refrain’s entertainingly hackneyed sentence (see Example 1).

Despite the overtly jocular nature of this refrain—certainly not uncommon for Haydn—
there is no clear cue built into the music to tell us to expect the ridiculous ending that
will ensue (see Example 2). In other words, the following antics sound incredibly
surprising and out-of-the-blue.

This is certainly the case in terms of renown, though Mozart’s Ein musikalischer Spaβ is another strong
contender. See James K. Palmer, “Humorous Script Oppositions in Classical Instrumental Music,” Music
Theory Online 23.1 (2017) and “Form-functional and Topical Sources of Humour,” Gretchen A. Wheelock,
Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting with Art: Context of Musical Wit and Humor (New York: Schirmer Books,
1992), and Danuta Mirka, Metric Manipulations in Haydn and Mozart: Chamber Music for Strings,
1787–1791 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009) for discussions of many of Haydn’s other
witticisms.
9

Mirka’s Metric Manipulations presents a thorough and insightful discussion of Haydn’s use of pauses in
his string quartet repertoire in particular. For a discussion of “implausible delay” in Peter Schikele’s
humorous compositions, see David Huron, “Music-Engendered Laughter: An Analysis of Humor Devices
in PDQ Bach, in Proceedings of ICMPC8 (Evanston, Illinois, August 3–7, 2004).
10
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Example 1: Haydn String Quartet Op. 33 no. 2, fourth movement, bars 1–8.
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Example 2: Haydn String Quartet Op. 33 no. 2, iv, bars 142–72.
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The music that follows the final functional refrain is unusual in the extreme, with the
tempo and topic shifting suddenly to an adagio serioso before hopping joyfully back
into a cheery presto and the refrain’s head motive. The initial shift to adagio serioso
suggests the arrival of a slow coda. Slow codas are not standard galant fare, but they do
occur in other works from the period.11 Unlike a typical coda, however, Haydn’s adagio
passage is unusually brief and materially unprecedented: there is no slow introduction
or comparable earlier material to which the music returns. Although the sudden arrival
of what Wheelock calls the “mock-serioso” is undoubtedly strange,12 I hear this brief,
somber interjection as somewhat similar to a comedic duo’s “straight man,” helping to
set the stage for the silly and unexpected return to the presto opening sentence that
follows.13

The return to the refrain might not seem particularly strange at first. Perhaps it serves
only to make up for the “damage” caused by the intruding adagio? Maybe the adagio
was just a momentary blip and all will be well? If we know the piece, we know that this is
certainly not the case. But on first hearing—often the only hearing for an eighteenthcentury listener—one might expect this extra repetition of the refrain to continue
normally and perhaps consider that it exists simply to make up for the conspicuous
rupture caused by the sudden adagio. What occurs instead is first surprising, then
excessive.
For example, the first movement of Mozart’s String Quartet No. 11 in E-flat Major, K. 171 includes a slow
coda.
11

12

Wheelock, Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting, 12.

13

Huron, “Music-Engendered Laughter,” 700.
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Understandably, most scholars focus on Haydn’s final two bars. For Wheelock, “the joke
of Haydn’s departing gesture is . . . not simply that the opening phrase contradicts
presumed closure, but that this beginning implies a continuation of even more
outrageous manipulation than those heard previously.”14 Maria Goeth notes that
Haydn’s pauses place “the unprepared listener into a slightly embarrassing situation.
She might have raised her hands to clap or even have started to do so when the
movement suddenly continues.”15 Somewhat similarly, Tovey writes, “The joke consists
in Haydn’s winning, by grossly sharp practice, his wager that ‘the ladies will always
begin talking before the music is finished’.”16

Haydn’s joke can be understood to arise through what I call “humorous excess”: a
compositional strategy whereby Haydn’s final gesture is the obtuse culmination of the
oddities accrued throughout the preceding presto passage. The term “excess” has been
variously employed by many scholars before,17 but I consider excess to be a specific
compositional strategy, one that is responsible for creating humor in several other
Wheelock, Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting, 12. Janet M. Levy, “Beginning-Ending Ambiguity: Consequences
of Performance Choices,” in The Practice of Performance: Studies in Musical Interpretation, ed. John
Rink (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 155–56 also offers a brief discussion of this
conclusion. The finale of Haydn’s String Quartet Op.75 No.5 also “contradicts presumed closure” by
opening with a series of perfect authentic cadences. Like Op. 33 No. 2, this opening highlights a stronger
functional opposition between “beginning” and “ending” material, albeit in an opening location, where it
produces a different effect. Beethoven creates a somewhat similar effect at the beginning of his Symphony
No.1 with several cadential patterns in the wrong key.
14

Maria Goeth, “Phrasemes, Parodies and the Art of Timing,: An Interdisciplinary Comparison of Humor
in Music and Language,” in Developments in Linguistics Humor Theory, ed. Marta Dynel (John
Benjamins Publishing, 2013), 240.
15

Donald Francis Tovey, “Haydn’s Chamber Music,” in The Main Stream of Music and Other Essays
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1949), 52; quoted in George Edwards, “The Nonsense of an Ending:
Closure in Haydn’s Strings Quartets” (The Musical Quarterly 75.3, 1991), 237.
16

Elaine R. Sisman, “Haydn’s Theater Symphonies,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 43.2
(1990); Huron, “Music-Engendered Laughter”; Goeth, “Phrasemes, Parodies and the Art of Timing,” esp.
237–38 and 247.
17
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eighteenth-century instrumental works.18 In general, excess projects an impression of
vacuity or superfluity followed by a sudden return to reality. In Haydn’s finale, this
superfluity is perpetrated and emphasized by subsequent iterations of the refrain.
Haydn has already achieved the required formal balance when the refrain returned
before the adagio (completing the five-part rondo); there is no need for yet another
refrain, let alone one so drawn out. Of course, the adagio (already functionally
unnecessary) seems to require that something follow it, but from the standpoint of
conventional formal, syntactical closure, this final refrain is superfluous.

More specifically, these two-bar chunks of refrain create another telltale impression of
excess: they feel as though they have “gone on for too long” or “exceeded [their]
potential.”19 Haydn achieves this by “flaunting” the refrain material—now rather tired
ideas that were always somewhat weak in developmental potential—and does so using
successive repetition at a consistent scale.20 Although “Volubility itself can be funny,”21
the syntactic redundancy of excessive passages is what causes us to perceive an
opposition to our expectation for conventional galant procedures. Finally, excess
features two components: first, the schematic surprise of superfluous repetition that

Palmer (“Form-functional and Topical,” esp. 120–203) notes several examples of this in works by
Haydn and Beethoven. Another excellent example of excess appears in Dittersdorf’s Sinfonia Nazionale in
A Major “nel gusto di cinque nazioni” (1767), where the “Italiano” movement in an exercise in vacuity as it
flagrantly parodies an operatic overture. In the “Italiano” movement, Dittersdorf employs a string of stock
ending figures as the primary thematic content, each with its own repetition(s), which return several
times throughout the movement. The “Inglese” movement contains its own, subtler excesses.
18

19

Palmer, “Form-functional and Topical,” 49.

Goeth (“Phrasemes, Parodies and the Art of Timing,” 247 and 251) discusses the importance of
“flaunting” for musical humor.
20

21

Ibid., 256; Goeth’s emphasis.
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delays an expected event; and second, the bizarre articulation of that later event. Both of
these components are crucial for creating the humor in Haydn’s “end game.”

Before discussing these two components, let us consider one possible moment-tomoment reading of this passage as though we are first-time listeners (see Table 1).

Table 1: Moment-by-moment reading of Haydn Op. 33 no. 2, iv, conclusion.
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When the opening idea begins again at bar 153, we expect to hear the entire sentence.
But Haydn did not simply repeat the opening sentence: he interrupted each two-bar
idea with a pause. During the first of these (bars 155–56), we might already think the
finale is over, or, if we are familiar with Haydn’s particular brand of play, we might hear
the first two bars, see the musicians with instruments still raised, and think, “There he
goes again.” After the first pause ends and the refrain material re-enters, if we are
acquainted with galant norms and attentive throughout the finale, we will likely expect
the quartet to end after the final two-bar idea of the diced refrain (bar 168). This is
especially likely since Haydn recomposed these two bars to provide stronger harmonic
closure (compare Exx. 1 and 2). Due to the subsequent longer (three-bar) tutti rest, we
will inevitably assume that the notated rest (which we cannot hear) represents the end
of the piece and we might begin conversation, as Tovey suggested.22 So, with the arrival
of another repetition of the opening two-bar idea (bars 171 and 172), we will
undoubtedly be surprised by the presence of yet another unnecessary refrain. With these
last two bars, Haydn expertly draws us in, forces us to engage actively with the music,
and leaves us suspended in prolonged disbelief when no further music arrives.

In this concluding passage, there are at least two places where first-time listeners will
likely expect the quartet to end: bars 155 and 167. During the excessive passage, each of
these potential endings, when thwarted, creates what I have called “script opposition”
elsewhere, following linguistic theories of verbal humor.23 For current purposes, it will

22

Tovey 1949, 52.

23

Palmer, “Script Oppositions,” and “Form-functional and Topical.”
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suffice to describe a humorous “script opposition” in instances of musical humor as a
kind of incongruity between what is expected, based on the musical context, and what
transpires. A humorous “opposition” is not merely an incongruity, however. It comes
from a “valence shift” between “high” and “low.”24 Poundie Burstein also recognizes that
incongruity is crucial for humor, but describes in his “humor equation” that, in addition
to incongruity, “high” and “low” elements must be linked.25 This is a notion that echoes
forward from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century ideas about musical humor found in
the writings of Heinrich Christoph Koch, Johann Adam Hiller, Friedrich Rochlitz, and
Christian Friedrich Michaelis.26 In excessive passages like Haydn’s, these valence shifts
occur between the expected “high” arrival of a stylistically and contextually appropriate
ending that never arrives, and the actual “low” arrival of the further superfluous
material that occurs instead (see Example 3).27 In other words, the humorous
oppositions at work here are created between the implausible excess of the recurring
material and the expectation that the music will somehow find its way back to
syntactical, discursive normalcy. The excess created by the chunks of refrain material,
isolated between an uncharacter-istic proliferation of grand pauses (even for Haydn),
creates further expectations and the potential for further oppositions. But the locations
labeled in Example 3 are the clearest places where humorous oppositions will arise for

24

Palmer, “Script Oppositions,” esp. p2.11.

L. Poundie Burstein, “Comedy and Structure in Haydn’s Symphonies,” in Schenker Studies 2, eds. Carl
Schachter and Heidi Siegel (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 72. John Morreall, Comic
Relief: A Comprehensive Philosophy of Humor (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 49–51 also sees
the linking of high and low as a crucial component of a “cognitive shift.”
25

26

Palmer, “Form-functional and Topical,” 1.

27

Palmer, “Script Oppositions.”
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most listeners during the excessive passage.

Example 3: Haydn String Quartet Op. 33 no. 2, iv, bars 148–70 (with “high”
expectations for closure and “low” actualities of continuation).
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As with all excessive passages, Haydn’s choppy refrain has served implausibly to delay a
future event; in this case, the end of the quartet. In bars 171 and 172, as shown in the
moment-to-moment hearing (see Table 1), listeners most likely expect to hear the entire
opening period again after the humorous shock of another new refrain beginning. As
unlikely as it may seem, that is because Haydn had composed so many stylistic
incongruities to this point, another repetition of the refrain—with four bars of rests
between two-bar ideas—might seem like the most plausible continuation to some
listeners. Instead, Haydn pulls the rug out from underneath us again, creating a punch
line by using the excessively employed opening idea to end the quartet. Of course, these
two bars can function as a somewhat appropriate, albeit perfunctory ending.28 They may
even prompt us to recall that this is precisely what we expected might occur back when
bar 155 introduced the first two-bar pause.

Haydn’s ending gesture is particularly surprising and humorous because of both when
and how it occurs. And this passage is especially effective because the expected event—
“the end”—arrives in an inappropriate, “low” manner, instead of with a return to proper
“high” musical discourse (like an artful conclusion that follows galant constraints).
Here, another opposition is created between the discursively and rhetorically
appropriate (“high”) version of the ending we expected and the inappropriate (“low”)
version we actually hear.

The suddenness of the opposition is also magnified by the sheer duration of the
According to Edwards (“The Nonsense of an Ending,” 237), “Haydn’s joke is possible because his first
clause can be interpreted as creating tension (scale-degrees 3-4-5) or as resolving (3-2-1)”.
28
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excessive passage that preceded it. According to Wheelock, such passages “intensif[y]
the aesthetic experience by drawing attention to the very act of perception itself.”29
Furthermore, despite the jarring, attention-catching opposition, this arrival is the only
way to get the music back on track without ruining the humorous effect of the excessive
first component. If the “flaunting” continued ad nauseam, the music would never end.

The use of silence after the end is part of Haydn’s final punch line. Perhaps the most
ingenious aspect of this device is that, because the preceding grand pause was three bars
long (plus the rests on either side), the audience must wait three and a half bars (almost
four seconds!) just to be sure the piece is actually over. This is assuming, of course, that
the instrumentalists in a live performance are in cahoots and continue to act as though
they might continue. If the performers wish, they could even keep their instruments up
for several bars—at least three—to keep an audience of first-time listeners in suspense:
the longer the audience is cued to expect proper closure, the longer the joke (and the
composition) continues.

All of this assumes that we, the listeners, are the target of this joke:30 that Haydn is
playing the joke on us. While listeners have been my primary focus, it is also important
to consider the potential jokes on the musicians, especially in this conversational
chamber setting. Edward Klorman’s explicit focus on agency in the string quartet
Gretchen A. Wheelock, “Engaging Strategies in Haydn’s Opus 33 String Quartets,” Eighteenth-Century
Studies 25.1 (1991), 64.
29

“Target” is the term used in linguistic theories of humor to refer to the “butt” of the joke. Salvatore
Attardo and Victor Raskin, “Script Theory Revis(it)ed: Joke Similarity and Joke Representation Model,”
HUMOR: International Journal of Humor Research 4.3–4 (1991), 301–2.
30
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medium helps to address this issue. With respect to this ending, he notes, “Haydn’s joke
ending could be appreciated just as fully by the players themselves while sight-reading
in the privacy of their own drawing room, with no audience present.”31 Klorman
continues:

Upon reaching the quartet’s final measures, which end in medias res, one
could imagine the quartet’s players frantically flipping their pages, wondering
if the remainder of the final phrase might be on the reverse side or on some
misplaced page, only to realize, too late, that they had already reached the
very end.32

Klorman’s dynamic focus on the musicians allows a shift of perspective on Haydn’s joke
that is particularly apt for this quartet’s conclusion. This shift lets us interpret the
quartet members as the target of Haydn’s joke. Of course, it is also rewarding to allow
(as Wheelock does) that this finale’s unique “comic gestures . . . exceed the frame of an
exclusive conversation.”33 Indeed, more than any other composition by Haydn, this
quartet’s conclusion unifies the quartet musicians as they wink at one another and
perpetrate perhaps the most well-known musical practical joke of the period.

Edward Klorman, Mozart’s Music of Friends: Social Interplay in the Chamber Works (New York:
Cambridge Univesrity Press, 2016), 105.
31

Ibid. Tom Beghin, “‘Delivery, Delivery, Delivery!’ Crowning the Rhetorical Process if Haydn’s Keyboard
Sonatas,” in Haydn and the Performance of Rhetoric, eds. Tom Beghin and Sander M. Goldberg
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007) offers a nuanced discussion of performance considerations
involving the performance of rhetoric and prima vista playing in Haydn’s keyboard sonatas.
32

33

Wheelock, Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting, 93.
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When an excessive passage like Haydn’s arrives “out of the blue” without cues to warn
us to “expect the unexpected,” so to speak, it is often jarring, surprising, and particularly
conspicuous. Since there is no clear precursor for this excessive passage, the discursive
incongruity does not clearly engage an intra-opus narrative, but flagrantly ruptures
extra-opus expectations. Due to its potential for creating an impression of musical
inanity, and the large span of musical material allocated all in one place (rather than
spread across the movement), such concentrated forms of excess are less common than
the narrative type we find in Beethoven’s Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2.

III. Beethoven’s Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2.

In the Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2, Beethoven employed a similar compositional maneuver 20
years after Haydn’s string quartet. Beethoven adopted and repurposed many of Haydn’s
techniques to create a playful and surprising ending in his own idiom, leaving listeners
in a similar suspense.

As evidenced in this bagatelle, Beethoven tended to treat excess differently,
foreshadowing it with strange or puzzling motivic cues that introduce a problem or
conflict into the composition, the bizarre consequence of which is an excessive passage.
In such examples of “narrative excess,” we can locate a motivic source for the later
excessive passage and trace it through the piece.34 This source is introduced into the
intra-opus context relatively early and is revisited throughout the composition in an
34

Palmer, “Form-functional and Topical,” esp. 127–180.
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anomalous way, such that it “bucks the trend,” disrupting the musical continuity.35 The
motivic material then becomes associated with an element of awkwardness in the
composition and suggests further awkwardness when the material returns. For Byron
Almén, “a narrative must embody an initial conflict, transgression, or opposition among
elements; this produces a disequilibrium that becomes a source of dynamism for the
unfolding process.”36 By creating the possibility for further anomalies involving the
same material, Beethoven opened a narrative pathway that leads (in this case) to a
conspicuous, excessive passage later in the work.

Even with an ideal listener, however, the narrative’s trajectory, set up by the composer’s
earlier anomalous use and reuse of the same motivic material, may remain detectable
only in retrospect. According to Almén, “Clues to the presence of a narrative
transgression are often hard to detect at first. . . . It is only later, when our expectations
have been subverted, that we can see to what extent this was both hidden and
prefigured.”37 Put simply, irony tends to sneak up on us.38 Since humor, by its very
nature, requires reinterpretation of phenomena, it can be effectively created whether or
not the listener apprehends the narrative setup for the eventual humorous outcome.
That is, the concluding excessive passage and ultimate punch line are the culmination of
the earlier oddities, which need not appear humorous in themselves. Listeners will make

35

Byron Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 172.

Kofi Agawu, “Review of A Theory of Musical Narrative by Byron Almén,” Notes 66.2 (2009), 275 offers
this succinct summary of Almén’s conception of a musical narrative.
36

37

Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative, 170.

38

Ibid.
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sense of the weird (later, humorous) events by virtue of what had been happening
earlier. Thus, we retrospectively engage an intra-opus narrative (created by motivic
recurrences) as a source for the humorous excess that arrives later. And the affective
success of that future event depends on its being related to the preceding oddities. In
Almén’s words, “The eventual ironic reversal is all the more startling because the hints
of its arrival have been submerged, awaiting a retrospective glance.”39

In the Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2, Beethoven set up an intra-opus narrative by introducing
an awkward musical gesture at the outset. As in some of the other bagatelles in this set
(especially no. 5), the left and right hands seem unable to agree.40 In no. 2 this
“ensemble” conflict creates (or perhaps stems from) a metric ambiguity that becomes
increasingly disruptive as the piece progresses.

Beethoven’s piece opens with a metrically ambiguous figure (see Example 4). This
opening figure allows the listener to entertain different potential downbeat locations, at
least as far as the change of texture at the second bar’s downbeat. This textural change
and the scalar descent in thirds in the left hand toward the third bar make a strong case
for the notated 3/4 meter and downbeat placement. It is of course possible to hear
unresolved metric conflict through the second and third bars, but most listeners will
have largely ironed out the metric ambiguity suggested in the opening bar by then.

39

Ibid., 173.

See Palmer, “Form-functional and Topical” for a discussion of the humor and quasi-excess of this
passage.
40
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Example 5 shows the four potential downbeat interpretations (marked above the score)
as the piece progresses through the first four beats.

Example 4: Beethoven Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2, bars 1–4.

Example 5: Beethoven Bagatelle Op. 22 no. 2, bars 1–2 (downbeat options).

When we look closely at this opening gesture, we can see that it does not naturally “fit”
into the 3/4 meter of Beethoven’s notation. Adopting for the time being a narrowlyfocused, “in the moment” context, or “radical” listening strategy (to use Andrew Imbrie’s
term41), allows us to address each of these opening beats in view of its downbeat
Andrew Imbrie, “‘Extra’ Measures and Metrical Ambiguity in Beethoven,” in Beethoven Studies, ed.
Alan Tyson (New York: W. W. Norton, 1973).
41
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potential. The first attack will naturally be heard as a downbeat (this hearing conforms
to Beethoven’s notation).42 But when we hear the rest of the first beat, the dotted
rhythm likely causes us to quickly abandon our initial interpretation since this dotted
rhythm (if the sixteenth rest were a dot) is a common anacrusis gesture and strongly
prejudices us to hear the second notated beat as the (new) real downbeat, especially
when beat two arrives with a sforzando marking. The forte C2 on beat three introduces
a metric “hiccup” of sorts, since it does not afford the same downbeat potential as the
first two beats, but extends the metric ambiguity. We are more likely to hear the low C as
an “afterbeat” or as some kind of late bass accompaniment than as a downbeat. While it
is possible to interpret further metric ambiguity in the second bar and onward, the
downbeat of the second bar is more likely to confirm the listener’s first downbeat
hypothesis because of its return to the opening pitch, register, and dynamic and for the
other reasons I noted above.

Nothing we have heard so far rules out 3/4 meter in principle, but we are more likely to
expect a continuation of 2/4 or 4/4 meter after the first two beats because the dotted
upbeat figure evokes a march topic: a topic that clearly projects duple meter and
suggests that the downbeat would occur here on notated beat two. This implication
makes sense of the downbeat-like beat two in bar 1, the afterbeat on beat three (however
overly emphatic), and another strong beat at the start of bar 2. Since this is not the

This interpretation can be partly explained by Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, A Generative Theory
of Tonal Music (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983), 76, according to “metric preference rule” number two,
“strong beat early”: “Weakly prefer a metrical structure in which the strongest beat in a group appears
relatively early in the group.”
42
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“correct” interpretation, according to Beethoven’s notation and because the piece soon
clarifies 3/4 meter, we might interpret this opening as a “march gone awry,” akin to the
kind of topic-induced hemiola that crops up in some of Haydn’s compositions.43 In
Beethoven’s opening, it sounds as if the music is not listening to itself, so to speak. It
might “hear” the opening event as a downbeat, with the “intention” of proceeding in the
triple rhythm of a scherzo. But a logical, yet contrary impulse somehow emerges with
the C2 on beat three, which “hears” the more obvious march with the downbeat on the
E5 (beat two). It then seems that the music’s principal consciousness stubbornly persists
with its preferred scherzo option, making the low C sound ludicrously inflated (as a
third beat), while also balancing the insistent, dotted march figure with a calming,
legato, minuet-like gesture.

Trying to sort out this confusion, we might hear 1) a march with the downbeat on the E5
abandoned after a single half-bar, or 2) the third beat as a metric or topical “accident”—
perhaps the extra left step of a rhythmically challenged soldier losing step with the troop
and causing the march venture to be prematurely abandoned. Rather than fixing this
accident, the awkward figure is emphasized by repetition throughout the piece, where it
becomes increasingly disruptive and eventually excessive.

This figure occurs many times in the opening sentence and is greatly exaggerated when
the returning dotted figure leads to awkward alternations between the right and left
hands after the opening section’s final cadence in bar 16 (see Example 6).
See, for example, the third movement of Haydn’s Symphony No. 60 Il distratto (Palmer, “Script
Oppositions”), and the second movement of Haydn’s String Quartet Op. 77 No. 2.
43
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Example 6: Beethoven Bagatelle Op. 22 no. 2, bars 1–16.

The low C’s offbeat entrance after the cadence is far more disruptive than its strange
arrival on beat three of bar 1. It now seems intent on turning beat two into the downbeat
as it tries to steal the (notated) downbeat from the right hand, which sounds like a weak
reiteration of the more accented chord on beat three of bar 15. We might imagine that
the wayward component of the music’s will, responsible for hearing a march with the
downbeat on beat two, has reconciled itself to the scherzo topic, but insisted that it
accept beat two as the real downbeat. For now, however, the left hand’s insistence is just
too little, too late.
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The left hand’s stubborn streak sits out the minore and trio sections, which downplay
the awkward figure, but it becomes even more exaggerated when the minuet returns
later (see Example 7). Now, the insistent, dotted march figure is no longer balanced by
the calming, minuet-like gesture from the opening. That is, beginning in bar 96, the
pitch material from bars 2 to 4 seems to have become infected by the “ensemble”
problem: at the opening the right and left hands played these bars in homorhythm, but
now they cannot seem to agree on the location of the individual beat. The argumentative
alternation between the hands again suspends clarity of the “correct” downbeat
interpretation and even strengthens beat two’s continuing downbeat potential with the
extra quarter-note chords, first in the right, then in the left hand (see Example 8).

The left hand’s original brand of stubbornness returns in bar 111 and by now the
listeners have a good idea that this problem will have to be solved, or else come to a
head before the piece concludes. The latter is exactly what happens when a postcadential extension begins to repeat the cadential idea.
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Example 7: Beethoven Bagatelle Op. 22 no. 2, bars 95–110.

Example 8: Beethoven Bagatelle Op. 22 no. 2, bars 123–38.
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By bars 126 and 127 it seems as if the music is content to yield to its suppressed impulse
and to allow beat two to become the downbeat. But this seemingly happy agreement is
short-lived. In bar 131, both hands return to their stubborn insistence on having the last
word, and no amount of arguing will solve the problem. A 2/4 or 4/4 march arises when
the hands exchange blows in bars 131–35, but it vanishes again when they try to outwait
each other in bars 135–37. The music has the bright idea that, by literally missing a beat
(the second beat of bar 135), it reaffirms the scherzo project, albeit it with a downbeat on
notated beat three, a compromise solution (since neither beat one nor beat two worked
out). But the contrary impulse of a march with a downbeat on notated beat two
suddenly remerges at the very end in the left hand, at which point the music throws in
the towel. The result is the “ensemble’s” funny inability to appropriately conclude the
piece. In the end, there is no way for the listener to conclusively determine the
downbeat: it remains unclear.

The narrative I have suggested above is one I can hear gathering steam throughout the
piece. The humor’s target is the conflict between the first or second beats as they (along
with their conflicting implied march and scherzo topics) jockey for downbeat position in
different ways throughout the bagatelle. But I certainly do not claim that this is the only
possible narrative. On the contrary, the stubborn back-and-forth between hands allows
many different readings. The point is not that one specific narrative is necessarily better
than the others, but that (as is so often the case with Beethoven) a bizarre passage arises
from an (intra)musical conflict that comes from a very simple motivic “problem”—a
tempest in a teapot.
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Making the “ensemble” the butt of the joke is the most sensible interpretation when
describing this humorous passage with the score in hand, but it is more fruitful to view
us—the listeners—as the joke’s target when we do not consider Beethoven’s notation.
From this vantage, the downbeat confusion created by the metric conflict between the
two hands is foisted on the listener who, thanks to Beethoven’s craftily composed
rhythmic interplay—cannot possibly reconcile the conflicting metric impulses at the end
of the piece. No matter what kind of listening strategy we adopt—be it Imbrie’s “radical”
or “conservative,” or Almen’s “naive” or “skeptical”—the Bagatelle’s ending does not
confirm it.44

Even after the end, Beethoven leaves us in suspense as to where the real downbeat was
located. He even notates a fermata over an extra whole rest after the end of the
bagatelle—an uncommon marking for him—perhaps to suggest that the performer leave
the listener with some lingering doubt about a possible resolution after the notated end.
But from bar 131 onward, it is clear there is no way to force this particular 2/4 march
gesture into 3/4 time and project a clear sense of meter. Listeners are therefore left
confused when the sound ceases and will likely find humor in their fruitless efforts
throughout the piece as they tried to “solve” the metric ambiguity that turned out to be
impossible to solve conclusively. Referring to the end of Bagatelle Op. 33 no. 2, Levy
notes, “when the gesture keeps going all by itself at the end of [the] passage, the effect is

44

Imbrie, “‘Extra’ Measures”; Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative, 173.
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like that of a person who keeps dancing after the music has stopped.”45 Not only does
the gesture keep dancing, we keep up our listening “dance” too, realizing the joke’s on us
only when we finally discover that the implied resolvability of the metric conflict has all
been an elaborate ruse.

IV. Differences and Similarities

Beethoven’s ending creates a different kind of humorous excess than Haydn’s.
Beethoven’s example seems to rise from a source of musical conflict and presents more
mechanical reiterations of shorter motivic fragments.46 This type of excess,
characteristic of Beethoven (but also found in other works by Haydn), exhibits the
frequent repetition of an oddity that seems to be the result of an inner conflict that has
trouble getting resolved. Of course, the conflict is not the only thing going on in the
composition, but it does seem to grab the reins at certain points where prolonged
repetition results from the music’s effort to shake itself free of that conflict. The longrange planning required to create the narrative pathway in Beethoven’s bagatelle creates
a more sophisticated effect than the unprepared excessive passage in Haydn’s Op. 33 no.
2, which seems to arrive “out of the blue” and creates a more gag-like impression.

Haydn’s and Beethoven’s “end games” also differ in the pace at which we may guess at

Janet M. Levy, “‘Something Mechanical Encrusted on the Living’: A Source of Musical Wit and Humor,”
in Convention in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Music; Essays in Honor of Leonard G. Ratner,
eds. Wye J. Allanbrook, Janet M. Levy, and William P. Mahrt (Stuyvesant: Prendragon Press, 1992), 232–
33.
45

46

For an excellent discussion of mechanical elements in Beethoven, see ibid.
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what is to come, and in the time they require for us to perceive the ultimate punch lines.
As I noted earlier, both of these aspects affect our perception of the passages.
Throughout Haydn’s ending, we are given ample time with our thoughts (in two-bar or
four-bar increments) to expect and actively predict what might be around the corner, if
anything. In Beethoven’s ending, on the contrary, the rapid, mechanical alternation
between the two hands gives us no respite, no time to think of where the ending will
occur, making our predictions more instinctive and ultimately, futile.

And finally, there are contrasting effects provided by the ensembles. Put simply,
Haydn’s string quartet performers agree about where the end of the piece is, or is not,
while Beethoven’s two hands never sort things out and seem simply to run out of
energy.47

These differences have the capacity to affect our local perceptions during the
incongruous passages, but there are more similarities than differences between these
two composers’ “end games.” In both works, superfluous repetitions create passages
that do not accord with galant instrumental conventions, marking the excessive
passages (or parts of them) for special affective potential. These redundant repetitions
stall forward progress and thwart our expectations of a “high” return to discursive
normalcy with the “low” actuality of further superfluity. Each time the excessive
material steamrolls over an expectation threshold, a high-to-low valence shift occurs

Crucially, this difference occurs between the ensembles’ apparent concerted efforts, rather than
between the “string quartet” and “solo piano” genres.
47
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and a humorous opposition can be created. As the music crosses each of these
opposition-creating thresholds, we are forced to create new expectations that typically
represent an attempt to accord with a prevailing grouping structure and that will
hopefully be realized. In other words, while playing this game of expectation with the
composer, the listener recognizes the incongruity between what she expected the music
to do and what actually happened and (if she is anything like me) will find these
passages funny.

These two passages also possess a humorous second component that articulates the
return to more conventional discourse to end the excess. In both of these examples, the
“convention” is “the end.” And in both cases, anticipation of this arrival is heightened by
the preceding excessive passage before the ridiculous arrival of “the end” articulates its
own humorous opposition.

Several further parallels can be drawn between the strategies both of these composers
employ in different ways. For instance, both of these practical jokes are made at the
listeners’ expense: Beethoven and Haydn made sure that we cannot know when the
piece will end. Both endings also employ fatiguing material that appears to “exceed its
potential.” Most crucially, both passages use the end of the composition as the punch
line. While this may not seem particularly significant, in a broad survey of nearly all of
Haydn’s, Mozart’s, and Beethoven’s symphonies, string quartets, and several other
instrumental genres from the late eighteenth century, only one other instance with a
comparable degree of play can be found at the end of a movement (let alone a multimovement work). It occurs in the first movement of Mozart’s “Haffner” Serenade, K.
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250 and it does not involve an excessive passage.48

Beethoven is further indebted to Haydn for additional techniques he used at the end of
the Bagatelle that show up in some of Haydn’s excessive passages from other works.
First, the apparently simple matter of dwindling dynamics—terraced or explicitly
decrescendo—that we find at the end of Beethoven’s Bagatelle may be directly
influenced by Haydn’s excessive passages. The implication in both of these excessive
passages of what Danuta Mirka (via Friedrich August Weber) would call “absentmindedness” is often perpetrated by decrescendi in Haydn’s excessive passages.49 It
occurs with the shift from piano to pianissimo at the end of Op. 33 No. 2, but also in the
excessive passage leading to the flatulent outburst in the second movement of
Symphony No. 93, in the finale of Symphony No. 98, and in the first movement of
Symphony No. 60.50 In the latter, the long decrescendo occurs with the musical debut of
the theater symphony’s protagonist Leander: a man with his head in the clouds.

Second, the impression of a “march gone awry,” in which a march topic is suggested
(even briefly) in a 3/4 setting, is another of Haydn’s playful gambits. For example, an
ensemble disagreement begins with a marching cellist in the opening to String Quartet
Op. 77 No. 2, and a soldierly intrusion occurs in the Trio from the third movement of
Palmer (“Script Oppositions,” p7) provides a thorough discussion of the humorous capacity of this
passage.
48

49

Mirka, Metric Manipulations, 295. See also Palmer, “Script Oppositions,” p4.13.

Palmer (“Form-functional and Topical,” 150–64, 139–39, and 188–92) discusses these passages from
Haydn’s symphonies nos. 93, 98, and 60, respectively. See Sisman (“Haydn’s Theater Symphonies”) for
discussions of several passages from Symphony No. 60.
50
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Symphony No. 60.

Third, tying together material from early in a composition with later excessive
deployment of those ideas is certainly not new with Beethoven. On the contrary, while
the ending of Haydn’s Op. 33 no. 2 has no conspicuous cues earlier in the movement,
Haydn included such cues in other movements with excessive passages (the second
movement of Symphony No. 93, and finales of String Quartet Op. 33 no. 3, and
Symphony No. 98, for example). Crucially however, in each of these three compositions
by Haydn, the material he returns to in each excessive passage is less marked with each
arrival, becoming far more visible in retrospect, and does not seem to threaten the
composition. In other words, the narrative of persistent conflict that we find in the
ensemble argument of the bagatelle might be considered a more heavy-handed,
Beethovenian version of what is perhaps a polite nagging in Haydn’s compositions.

Lastly, even the fermata Beethoven placed above the final bar may be a not-so-subtle
nod to those captivating grand pauses found in many of Haydn’s instrumental works.51

Mirka (Metric Manipulations, esp. 304) provides a thorough discussion of Haydn’s uses of the grand
pause.
51
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V. Conclusion

With so many superfluous protractions of inanity in numerous compositions, it seems
that Haydn in particular appears to have relished elements of functional redundancy in
his compositions with a degree of artful whimsy that surpassed his contemporaries.52
Beethoven was undoubtedly influenced by many of Haydn’s witticisms and his proclivity
toward play, but approached them in his own idiomatic way.

Listening attentively and allowing ourselves to engage in these end games with the
composers and/or performer(s) can help to recover some of the historical and cultural
distance between us and galant listeners. The end of a piece is undoubtedly a
particularly volatile location: it is (with the exception of some modern art installations) a
musical inevitability, a thing you simply must create as a composer. And yet, as a galant
composer, it was largely a place for stock figures and gestures, usually with little room
for creativity when compared to other sections of a composition. Perhaps such restraints
made it impossible for Haydn and Beethoven to resist.

Only Carl Ditters von Dittersdorf rivals—and perhaps surpasses—Haydn in his penchant for excess. See,
for example, the Italiano movement from Dittersdorf’s Sinfonia Nazionale.
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